WEBSITES FOR LANGUAGE ARTS and SOCIAL STUDIES

vrae.org

Pull down Resources to GED websites for students – Scan down the list of topics on the right to:

Mr. Wilson’s Tech Links - you have three choices:

1) McGraw Hill GED Social Studies Test Practice – 25 questions – 35 minutes – Submit Results to get results
2) McGraw Hill GED Language Arts Test Practice – 20 questions – 33 minutes – Submit Results to get results
3) McGraw Hill Writing Practice - Click Student Center and pick from 13 chapters (Sentence basics, etc.)

After picking one, look to the left in red – there are two practice tests in reading that you can choose. Each test is 25 questions and 38 minutes – Click submit answers for results and feedback.

or

Go back to GED websites for students list and scan down to Ged Practice Test Questions

Click GED Practice Test Questions on the right

Scan down to Social Studies – 4 tests to pick from representing each of the 4 areas of the GED Test

Civics, U.S. History, Geography, and Economics – 10 questions each

Click submit answer after each answer to get the correct answer and explanation

or

Go back to GED websites for students list and click on Free GED Practice Tests

Scan down to Ged Practice Questions through Language Arts

There are 6 Language Arts Reading Comprehension Practice Tests of 6 questions each – scan down to see your results after you answer each question

There are also 6 Language Arts Writing Practice Tests – 14 highlighted paragraph sections where you are asked to fix each of the 14 highlighted sections in order to see if the grammar in which they are written is correct. After the last question it will take you to your answer score and explanations.

Or scan down to GED Practice Test Social Studies – There are 12 questions worth 10 points each – After the last question click next and it will take you to your score and an explanation for each question

or

Go back to GED Websites for Students – Scan down the list to: GCF Learn Free

Click gcflearnfree.org – Click grammar – There are 27 different lessons or videos to help with different categories of English grammar.

or

Go back to GED Websites for Students – Scan down the list to 3 choices – pick from:

roadtogrammar.com – 360 choices of grammar categories with both review and practice questions

Or you can pick either englishzone.com or englishgrammar.com – All are excellent choices
Go back to GED websites for students

Or

Scan down to Cartoons and Comics and click cagel.com – many current political cartoons to look at

or

Go back to GED websites for students

Scan down to Thomas Jefferson Adult Career Ed – Click adults/learn.org

Scan down to Social Studies – On the right you have the 4 different areas of the GED Social Studies Test which are Civics & Government, U.S. History, Economics, and Geography – each has a lesson and practice questions. Click on which you would like to try.

Or go back to adults/learn and scan down on the left to two Social Studies Practice Tests – Try one

Or go back to adults/learn and scan further down to lessons and practice for each of the 4 sections of the test where they have games or questions to try for each of the four sections.

or

Go back to GED websites for students and click on Thomas Jefferson Adult and Career Ed

Click freerice.com for different questions on a selection of topics – Click topics on the top line for a selection.

Each time you answer correctly a portion of rice is donated to an area of the world that is suffering from poverty and hunger – Once your rice bowl is filled, it empties and will fill up again